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Reading and Numerology in the Early French Reform
Richard J. Oosterhoff

School of History, Classics and Archaeology, University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh, UK

ABSTRACT
French humanists and reformers around 1500 drew upon ancient
and twelfth-century practices of reading numerologically, in an
effort to recover a rich mode of doing philosophy rooted in
Christian scriptures. This article is chiefly exploratory, setting out
this programme’s sources, practices, and aims within the circle of
Jacques Lefèvre d’Étaples, comparing to the influential projects of
the Modern Devotion, Marsilio Ficino, and Pico della Mirandola.
The article centres on some examples of how this hermeneutic
practice looked in action, before closing with the idea that
conceptual ambition made it vulnerable to the mounting
pressures of the early French reformation.
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Morimond

In 1517 the aging humanist Jacques Lefèvre d’Étaples wrote to François Briçonnet from
the imposing monastery of Saint-Germain-de-Près, just outside the walls of Paris. The
letter prefaced an edition of Euclid’s Elements of Geometry, and Lefèvre listed some
reasons for learning mathematics.

Indeed, one truth shines forth in all things, living in light inaccessible, and by this light one
can reach the truth as if climbing certain steps—especially if one knows the method of ana-
logies and assurrections. It is the true gift of God. I ask you: what analogies could be quicker,
purer, or more abstract for raising one up to divine things, than mathematical characters? It
scarcely takes mental effort, as anyone knows who has read the Analysis of Numbers and On
the Triad of Odo [of Morimond] as well as books by Nicholas of Cusa such as On Learned
Ignorance, On Conjectures, On the Beryl, and others like them. This method of doing phil-
osophy was the most ancient, existing even before Pythagoras, Plato, and Aristotle; it should
be considered more venerable because of its antiquity.1
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1 Euclid, Geometricorum elementorum libri XV, sig. a2r-v.

Una quidem in omnibus relucet veritas que lucem habitat inaccessam, ad quam per ea tamquam per certo
gradus scanditur, et maxime si analogiarum et assurrectionum non ignoretur modus. Verum id munus Dei
est. Sed quae (obsecro) promptiores, abstractiores, puriores ad divina surgendi praebere possint analogias,
quae nullius foedi nulliusque rei carnalis prae se ferant vestigium, quam litterae mathematicae? Id haud
impendio difficile intelligent qui Analytica numerorum Odonis et eiusdem De triade libellum librosque cardi-
nalis Cusae legerint, quales sunt ii quod De docta ignorantia, De coniecturis, De beryllo intitulat, et similes. Et
hic philosophandi modus vetustissimus fuit, ante etiam Pythagoram, Platonem et Aristotelem, ut vel ex anti-
quitate cognoscatur augustior. Et hanc philosophiae partem, geometriam dico, (quantum memoriae proditum
est) primi omnium Phoenices et Aegyptii reperere.
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Indeed, Lefèvre continued, the part of philosophy called geometry was based on Phoeni-
cian and Egyptian wisdom in deepest antiquity. Lefèvre’s readers would have recognised
this as the wisdom of Egypt known to Moses, the earliest inspired author of the Bible.2

François Briçonnet was Lefèvre’s former pupil and a cousin to the abbot of Saint-
Germain, Guillaume Briçonnet, who had just been made bishop of Meaux and who
would, a few years later, place Lefèvre at the centre of the first experiment with evange-
lical reform.3 In 1514 François had asked Lefèvre to prepare an edition of Euclid – pre-
sumably because of recent controversies over the main medieval translation of
Campanus and the new humanist translation by the Venetian Bartolomeo Zamberti.4

Lefèvre was more than willing, having already edited much of Campanus’ version; but
under time constraints, he shared the project as he often did, with one of his students,
Michael Pontanus.5

To their contemporaries, Lefèvre and his closer students Josse Clichtove and Charles
de Bovelles were known as mathematicians, as well as philosophers and theologians.6

This reputation survived their departure from the Collège du Cardinal Lemoine,
where they were preeminent among the regent arts masters. In 1508 Lefèvre followed
his patron Guillaume Briçonnet across Paris to the Benedictine abbey of Saint-
Germain-des Prés, where he prepared the exegetical projects that have defined the rest
of his life for most historians, beginning with his Quincuplex Psalterium (1509). Three
years later, he published a commentary on the New Testament letters of the Apostle
Paul, which established Lefèvre’s reputation as a humanist interpreter of scripture and
later earned the polemical scrutiny of his younger friend Erasmus. But although
Lefèvre, Clichtove, and Bovelles had published most intensively on natural philosophy
and mathematics in the 1490s and before 1505, when Lefèvre published a new edition
of the Corpus Hermetica, their biblical interests did not immediately eclipse their math-
ematical interests. In 1516 Lefèvre edited an arrangement of the two major Latin trans-
lations of Euclid’s Elements, and in the following year, he expanded his introduction to
astronomy, along with the commentary of Clichtove. This period seems to have been the
height of Bovelles’ interest in a mathematising philosophy, applied also to theology. All
the while, students and printer friends such as Henri Estienne and Josse Bade were print-
ing their earlier mathematical works, sometimes in new editions, sometimes simply as
reprints.7 As late as 1521 Lefèvre’s protégé Gérard Roussel, the Meaux preacher who

Letter edited in Eugene F. Rice, ed., The Prefatory Epistles of Jacques Lefèvre d’Étaples and Related Texts [cited hereafter
as Rice PE], ep. 119, 378–83. All translations mine, unless otherwise noted.

2 Walker, “The Prisca Theologia in France,” at 210–2; on this circle’s Pythagoreanism, see Oosterhoff, “From Pious to
Polite”.

3 On this sprawling movement, see Reid, King’s Sister-Queen of Dissent, 115–247.
4 Rose, The Italian Renaissance of Mathematics, 51–2.
5 Comparison suggests Lefèvre based his edition on the editio princeps published by Erhart Radtholt in Venice, May
1482. On the latter, see Renzo Baldasso, “La stampa dell’ Editio princeps degli Elementi di Euclide (Venezia, Erhard
Ratdolt, 1482)”.

6 Trithemius, De scriptoribus ecclesiasticis, fols. 215v-216v (Lefèvre); 217v-18r (Clichtove); 218r–19r (Bovelles). Later in the
century, Bernardino Baldi included Lefèvre in his list of mathematicians, Cronica de matematici, 107–8. B. Chasseneux
praised Bovelles’ mathematical genius in his Catalogus gloriae mundi (along with Clichtove and Lefèvre for theology
and philosophy, respectively); see Victor, Charles de Bovelles, 1479-1553, 7. Juan Martinez Blasius situated himself in the
same tradition of arithmetic as Lefèvre and Clichtove, citing them as the primary modern interpreters of Boethius in his
Liber arithmetices practice Astrologis phisicis admodum, sig. a2r.

7 See the bibliography of editions in Rice PE, nos. I-CX, 535–46.
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would later become bishop of Oloron (to Calvinist chagrin), published an edition and
commentary on Boethius’ Arithmetica.8

Ever since Renaudet’s authoritative examination of Lefèvre and his students in Préré-
forme et humanisme (1916), historians of the Reformation have known that Fabrists held
the liberal arts of the trivium and quadrivium in high esteem, and that they shared the
metaphysical fascinations of Nicholas of Cusa and Ramon Llull.9 In this article, I pick
out one way in which Lefèvre’s circle is also interesting: how it received twelfth- and
fifteenth-century ideas of intellectual reform. Reformation historians have rarely
explored how early Fabrist philosophical writing related to later reform efforts under
Guillaume Briçonnet, first at Meaux and then throughout France, in both Catholic
and Protestant efforts for reform.10 Much less has there been any concerted effort to
connect the biblical and preaching programmes of reform to the philosophical and ped-
agogical ground in which they sprouted. This is a shame, not least because it obscures a
narrative which might connect, say, the numerological biblicism of Franciscan spiritual-
ists following Joachim of Fiore (c. 1135–1202) to the reformatory exegesis of the French
physician and astrologer Nostradamus.11

A preliminary glance through the Fabrist writings on mathematics suggests links
between the quadrivium and theology. Lefèvre dedicated his edition of arithmetical
and musical treatises (1496) to a powerful patron, Jean de Ganay, president of the
Paris parlement, observing that mathematics indeed facilitated the engineering
tasks basic to running a commonwealth. But, more importantly, contemplative arith-
metic also leads to music and the finer points of astronomy. Finally, he continued, ‘the
ancient theology once depended entirely on numbers, as a sort of step to divine
matters; so much the more now sacred letters retain their mysteries of number’.12

That is, the lack of mathematical knowledge meant that the depths of sacred
letters, the Bible, had not been measured. What kind of measurement would this
be? He gave one hint in a commentary on The Sphere, an astronomical textbook by
John of Sacrobosco that Lefèvre had published in 1495. While his commentary did
not address scripture directly, Lefèvre added several tables of longitudes and latitudes
for cities, including places in Europe and the farther reaches of Asia as described in

8 Roussel, Divi Severini Boetii Arithmetica duobus discreta libris, adiecto commentario, mysticam numerorum applicationem
perstringente, declarata; Masi, “The Liberal Arts and Gerardus Ruffus’ Commentary on the Boethian De Arithmetica”.

9 Renaudet, Préréforme et humanisme à Paris pendant les premières guerres d’Italie, 1494–1517. Recent studies that survey
this ground include Yelena Mazour-Matusevich, Le siècle d’or de la mystique française: étude de la littérature spirituelle
de Jean Gerson (1363–1429) à Jacques Lefèvre d’Etaples (1450?–1537); most recently, see Christoph Schönau, Jacques
Lefèvre d’Etaples und die Reformation; Oosterhoff, Making Mathematical Culture.

10 On this division, see Brush, “Lefèvre d’Etaples,” and n.b. the temple analogy on page 125. The one biographical attempt
in English tries admirably to reconstruct the interests, but only regards them serially, rather than considering any inter-
penetration between philosophical and biblical interests: Philip Edgcumbe Hughes, Lefèvre: Pioneer of Ecclesiastical
Renewal in France. Cf. the view that the Fabrists were anti-rationalist by Denis Crouzet, La genèse de la Réforme fran-
çaise: 1520–1560. Ironically, he arrives at this conclusion from an exception, the one careful account of the Fabrists as
both philosophers and reformers: Henry Heller, “Nicholas of Cusa and Early French Evangelicalism”. See also Heller’s
unpublished dissertation: Reform and Reformers at Meaux, 1518–1525, which considers Roussel’s commentary on
Boethius’ Arithmetica, 131–5.

11 For the medieval part of this tradition of numerological prophecy, see Reeves, The Influence of Prophecy in the Later
Middle Ages. Nostradamus is a key figure in Denis Crouzet’s depiction of sixteenth-century exchatological angst, in
Guerriers de Dieu: La violence au temps des troubles de religion. Cf. criticisms by Luc Racaut, “A Protestant or Catholic
Superstition?”, esp. at 157. Crouzet has renewed his argument in Nostradamus: une médecine des âmes à la Renaissance.

12 Lefèvre d’Étaples, In hoc opere contenta: Elementa Arithmetica. . . Musicalia. . . Epitome diui Seuerini Boetii . . . Rithmi-
machie ludus, sig. a1v. ‘ … prisca Theologia numeris olim ut quibusdam ad divina gradibus tota innitebatur, quamvis et
nunc in sacris litteris sua retineant mysteria numeri’.
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Ptolemy’s Cosmographia, notably those parts of Asia Minor, Judea, and other parts of
the Mediterranean world travelled by St Paul; mathematics allowed one to map the
sacred antiquities of the Bible.13 That such knowledge led to knowledge of the
divine was clear from the life of Denis the Areopagite, the Athenian convert of
Paul whom Hilduin, the ninth-century abbot of Saint-Denis, had identified with
Gaul’s saint, evangelist, and the first bishop of Paris. The Sphere said that Dionysius
(i.e. Saint Denis) had identified the eclipse as caused either by the suffering of the
‘God of nature’ (Christ) or by the collapse of the world mechanism. Lefèvre used
details from the Legenda aurea to gloss this well-known story from the life of Diony-
sius, drawing the lesson that it was a training in the liberal arts – mathematical
astronomy in particular – that enabled Dionysius to identify the unnatural character
of the eclipse during Christ’s crucifixion as a sign of the suffering of nature’s God.
Warned by the mathematically learned Dionysius, he reasoned, the Athenians had
constructed an altar to the unknown god already before Paul came to Mars Hill,
where he converted Dionysius to Christianity.14 Mathematics was both directly and
contextually important for a rich understanding of scripture.

I argue that the reform of mathematics and the reform of reading the Bible were goals
that cohabited the minds of Lefèvre and his close circle of students and colleagues, before
and after he left the Collège du Cardinal Lemoine in 1508. At that time Lefèvre and his
students were editing Nicholas of Cusa’sOpera omnia (published 1514) and Odo of Mor-
imond’s Analycen numerorum (never printed, in the end) mentioned at the beginning of
this article. In the first part of this article, I present the link between mathematics and the
Bible as based on a view found in Odo of how the liberal arts might serve biblical exegesis.
Part two shows that this exegetical practice was also based on a specific view of how
reading practices should inform the intellectual life, a view Lefèvre inherited from the
religious reform movement of the Modern Devout as well as philosophers like Marsilio
Ficino and Giovanni Pico della Mirandola. Part three presents some of the handbooks
that the Fabrists produced to aid this kind of scriptural reading. Fourth and last, I cat-
egorise some uses this numerology fulfilled before it dissolved in the 1520s, forced
into other intellectual domains.

1. Tradition: the mathematics of scripture

In 1507 Lefèvre returned from Italy with yet another manuscript, the De analytica
numerorum15 of the medieval twelfth-century abbot Odo of Morimond. The following
year Michael Hummelberg wrote to his friend Beatus Rhenanus, who had just returned
to his native Alsace after four years under Lefèvre’s teaching in Paris, with the news that
Lefèvre was busy editing and commenting on Odo’s Analytica. In response, Beatus
extolled the virtues of such a project, recalling how Boethius taught that God created
the whole world out of number, and how this view of number fit with another project
which Lefèvre had described to him: the edition of Nicholas of Cusa’s Opera omnia.16

13 Sacrobosco and Lefèvre d’Étaples, Textus de Sphaera, sig. b2r–b3r.
14 Lefèvre, Textus de Sphaera, c10r. Cf. de Voragine, The Golden Legend, 2:236.
15 Manuscripts frequently read Analycen numerorum.
16 Hirstein, ed., Epistulae Beati Rhenani, 26.
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It appears that Hummelberg was helping Lefèvre prepare Odo’s treatise for publication,
though it never made it into print, and his manuscript is unknown.17

Odo of Morimond fit well in the broader programme of publishing pursued by Lefèvre
and his students. During the first two decades of the sixteenth century numerous works
of contemplative or mystical theology flowed from the presses of Henri Estienne (the
Elder) and Josse Bade. Lefèvre edited many himself, with the help of students and
friends such as Hummelberg and Beatus. Some of these were books previously published
elsewhere; even in Paris, large, unwieldy specialised volumes were not guaranteed to
make a profit. But Lefèvre especially sought out manuscripts of ancient and medieval
Christian mystics, bringing many to print for the first time, travelling throughout
Italy, Picardy, Germany and France to get them.18

The tradition that the Fabrists propagated included an overlap between mystical,
mathematical, and biblical exegetical practices. The potential for numbers to serve
theological reflection was already present in Greek antiquity, especially in a Pytha-
gorean mode that stretched from Xenocrates of Plato’s Academy, whose texts are
lost, to Numenius and Theon of Smyrna, whose writings we have.19 In late antiquity,
Jewish and Christian theologians such as Philo and Origen reworked this Greek tra-
dition to serve their own theologies; numerology seems to have regularly featured in
gnostic teachings, though some, such as Clement of Alexandria (second century)
and Augustine drew on numerology to frame orthodox positions in theology.20 In
his widely read handbook on biblical exegesis, De doctrina christiana, Augustine,
in particular, argued for the verbal and numerical arts as ‘Egyptian gold’, pagan
booty that should be put in service of Christian worship, especially understanding
scriptures.

In the twelfth century, this Augustinian commitment to the liberal arts within theol-
ogy supported a resurgence of interest in mathematical theology. Augustinian assump-
tions nourished Platonic views of the world, even as new translations of Aristotle
appeared on the horizon. While scholars paid more attention to formal theology – result-
ing in textbooks like Peter Lombard’s Sententiae (c. 1140) – many also based their theo-
logical and biblical interests on new appreciations of the liberal arts and even, like Hugh
of St. Victor, the mechanical arts.21 Most famously, masters linked to Chartres helped
lead a resurgent interest in Boethius, who had located numbers as equivalent to divine
ideas in the mind of God – a point of view that privileged study of the quadrivium,
though without necessarily leading to numerological speculation.22 In fact, Thierry of
Chartres and his students often drew on Boethian ideas in their exegesis of scripture,
even deploying Augustine’s arithmetical account of the Trinity in De doctrina christiana,
in which the Father is unity, the Son is equality, and the Spirit the harmony between

17 On the evidence, see Hirstein, Epistulae Beati Rhenani, 25, Rice, PE, 382–3, and Victor, Charles de Bovelles, 39.
18 The mystical texts are listed in the appendix to Eugene F. Rice, “Jacques Lefevre d’Etaples and the Medieval Christian

Mystics”.
19 Zhmud, “From Number Symbolism to Arithmology”.
20 Surveys of this territory would include Joel Kalvesmaki, The Theology of Arithmetic and Albertson, Mathematical Theol-

ogies, 23–89.
21 Evans, Old Arts and New Theology. See also, inter alia, Evans, “Boethian and Euclidean Axiomatic Method in the Theol-

ogy of the Latter 12th Century”; Evans, “Number-Symbolism and the Theory of Signification in Odo of Morimond and
Some of His Successors”. For further context, see Caiazzo, “Teaching the Quadrivium in the 12th-Century Schools”.

22 On this century as the aetas Boetiana, the classic statement is Marie-Dominique Chenu, La théologie au douzième siècle,
142–58. I offer a sketch also in “Cusanus and Boethian Theology in the Early French Reform”.
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them.23 Such accounts drew on Pythagorean metaphysical language to tease out the inner
relation of the Trinity. In this way, Boethius and Augustine together framed the Platonist
hierarchy of being evoked by Dionysius the Areopagite, for instance in the works of
Richard of St Victor. These mathematical theologies involved a Pythagorean fascination
with the properties of numbers, using them to clarify concepts or suggest relations. But
this more abstract use of numbers differed from the kind of numerology – or arithmology
– that interested the group of Cistercians who searched the numbers they found in the
Bible for deeper meanings.24

Odo of Morimond belonged to this Cistercian group; he wrote his Analytica numer-
orum et rerum in theographiam to aid rumination on ‘mystical’ numbers, the numbers
found in scripture. Number mysticism as Odo practiced it was biblicist in the sense
that the primary authority for his task came from scripture itself. He needed that auth-
ority because – despite the contexts just outlined – he did not see himself as operating
within a tradition of numerical exegesis of scripture: ‘Before this, there was scarcely
any other.’25 Of course, there was a tradition of learning grammar and the other arts
of the trivium in preparation for reading scripture, so he noted that those who had
not practiced this numerical exegesis would have to learn to appreciate it by using it,
‘just as those who have not learned the arts of speaking, ordering, and teaching [i.e.
grammar, dialectic, and rhetoric], have difficulty appreciating its utility from the rules
of these arts by themselves’. Odo seemed to think some would be suspicious of people
who offered a reading of scripture with the help of a scientia, ‘like mine, here’. To
prepare his reader for this new application of the quadrivium, and to argue for its use,
Odo wrote a prologue of twenty-one chapters.

In it, Odo proceeded by comparing the method of numerological exegesis with the
layered readings of the biblical text allowed by the linguistic liberal arts. One should
differentiate ‘spiritual representations’ or sacramenta from the broader category of sign-
ificationes. Put technically, sacramenta were a more dignified subcategory of the broader
genus of significations. This language came directly out of the logic curricula of Porphyry
and Boethius.26 But scripture itself showed the use these methods. With examples from
Moses, the Psalms, the Apostles John, Paul and Peter, and Jesus himself in the Gospels,
Odo showed that when scripture interprets itself, it finds multiple meanings in many
words. In the Letter to the Hebrews, for example, the Apostle Paul made Melchizedech
a figure of Christ as high priest; the Apostle Peter taught that the saying about ‘dogs
returning to their vomit’ described people returning to the filth of their own sin.27 The
apostolic nature of these examples authenticated the method of reading.

Just as the modes of literary interpretation – metaphors, allegory, etc. – clarified such
multiple meanings of ‘things’ (res), so Odo believed the ‘mysteries’ or hidden meanings of

23 DDC 1.12, as cited by David Albertson, “Achard of St. Victor (d. 1171) and the Eclipse of the Arithmetic Model of the
Trinity”, at 101. Key recent studies include Albertson, Mathematical Theologies, and Irene Caiazzo, ed., Thierry of
Chartres.

24 Hanne Lange has edited several of these in Traites du XIIe siècle sur la symbolique des nombres: Geoffroy d’Augerre &
Thibault de Langres, Cahiers de l’Institut du môyen-âge grec et latin 29 (Copenhagen, 1978), and later issues listed
in the bibliography; an important early study is Jean Leclercq, “L’arithmétique de Guillaume d’Auberive”. Others expli-
citly addressing biblical exegesis by numbers include Hugh of St. Victor; see Gilbert Dahan, Lire la Bible au moyen âge:
essais d’herméneutique médiévale, 135–60. See also Caiazzo, Thierry, 79–80.

25 Lange, ed., Odo de Morimond (1116–1161), 3.
26 Lange, ed., Odo de Morimond (i), 7–8.
27 Lange, ed., Odo de Morimond (i), 9–13.
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numbers might be ‘shown by reason’.28 The basis for this claim was found in scripture
itself, where God had taught the dimensions of architecture; the ark of Noah, the taber-
nacle of Moses, and the temple of Solomon. Moreover, according to Wisdom 11.21 God
himself had created all things, as Augustine had loved to quote, ‘in measure, number, and
weight’.29 Odo admitted that numbers were more difficult to decipher than res, but they
were unavoidable.

Verbal figures, on this view, gain higher meaning through cognitive shifts and simili-
tudes that shape the reader. Cognitively, Odo found the origin of higher meanings in
Romans 1.20, which told how the ‘invisibile things of God are those intellectual things
which are perceived from that which was made, such as his eternal power and divinity’.30

That is, one might mentally abstract God’s attributes from things. These cognitive shifts
in turn form the heart:

Thus Divine Scripture with great care speaks to us through the similitudes of things, so that
by them it may move us to faith, form us in piety, teach us in knowledge, lead us in truth,
and by the understanding [ratio] of created things, make more clear what to do or not to
do.31

These kinds of similitudes depend on an ‘innate’ fitness of certain images, so that the
concrete example of pigs can raise the mind to the abstractions of dirt and uncleanness.

Odo found a similar cognitive habit in reading the similitudes of numerical symbo-
lism, where one rises from one quantitative image to another. For example, the
number fifteen indicates, spiritually, ‘peace and concord of life’ – that is ‘the rational
soul’. It does so by multiplying three and five. The number three alludes to memory,
intellect, and will (the three powers of the intellectual soul), and five to the five senses
(the sensitive soul). As the product of three and five, the number fifteen bears a similitude
to the soul, figuring the harmony between the soul’s diverse functions and powers.32 The
figure gets it power by allowing the mind to flow between various levels of the imagery; it
refers simultaneously to the parts of the soul and to its harmonious activity.

Perhaps conscious of his novelty, Odo explained at length how numbers were more
worthy, more potent scriptural figures than things themselves. While visible things men-
tioned in scripture might (re)present invisible realities, numbers worked the other way
around: ‘rather, res proceed from numbers’.33 The abstract invisibilia of the things men-
tioned in scripture (e.g. God’s power and divinity) were higher in spiritual value than the
things representing them; by the same reasoning more abstract number could claim
greater spiritual value than what number represented. This ontological order should

28 Lange, ed., Odo de Morimond (i), 13–15, where the section is titled Mysteria numerorum scripturis inserenda, rationabili-
ter ostenditur.

29 Although his most extended reflections on the theme are in De musica, the Genesis commentaries, and De trinitate,
Augustine referred to this passage throughout his works: e.g. c. Faust. 21.6; Gn. litt. 2.1, 4.3; en. Ps. 146.11; ciu. 11.31,
12.19; conf. 5.7; sermo 8.1; Io. eu. tr. 1.14.

30 Lange, ed., Odo de Morimond (i), 16.
31 Lange, ed., Odo de Morimond (i), 17. ‘Ideo cautissime Scriptura Divina per similitudines rerum loquitur nobis, ut per illas

moveat nos ad fidem, formet ad pietatem, erudiat ad scientiam, inducat ad veritatem, et ex illarum ratione que facta
sunt, coniciamus expressius que facienda aut non facienda sunt.’

32 Lange, ed., Odo de Morimond (i), 19.
33 Note the language of exitus, efflux, and procession, which characterise the medieval tradition of Platonism, on which

see Stephen Gersh and M. J. F. M. Hoenen, eds., The Platonic Tradition in the Middle Ages. Lange, ed., Odo de Morimond
(i), 18. ‘Nam non uti visibilia invisibilia presentant, quia ex illis exierunt, ita numeri exprimunt res, quia ab illis effluxer-
unt, sed potius ideo quia res a numeris processerunt.’
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be related to a temporal order, in which antiquity is a marker of greater worth. Not all
numerical significations themselves were eternal; for example, the dyad referred to
rational creatures, and clearly could not have had this signification prior to the creation
of rational creatures. But some are eternal: the Trinity had always existed, and therefore
so the signification of the triad (and, presumably, of unity) had also always existed. Fur-
thermore, all things are countable, and so also have numerical signification. Therefore,
numbers had greater worth than things by reason of ontological priority and temporal
priority (ob causam antiquitatis). This line of reasoning leads Odo to reflect on herbal
bloom and decay, for, unlike all else in the natural world, number itself does not
wither or fade; number is eternal.

I have attended only to the prologue of the Analetica numerorum et rerum in theogra-
phyam; the text continues with detailed scriptural examples. Odo’s work evokes a fasci-
nation both with scripture and with the created world which have been described as
characteristic of twelfth-century reform movements.34 The very act of comparing exeg-
esis by number with exegesis of word and things – that is, the comparison of the methods
of quadrivium and trivium – evokes the distinctive regard for pious learning Augustine
has propounded in De doctrina christiana. That vision of learning was in turn elaborated
by Hugh of St. Victor, whose Didascalicon set up the liberal arts as the necessary foun-
dation on which the reader of the sacred page must build an understanding of scripture;
his vision ofmeditatio and ruminatio informed Richard of St. Victor, who used scriptural
exegesis as a basis for mystical exercises, as well as one of the most famous and accom-
plished Latin stylists of the century, the Cistercian Bernard of Clairvaux, whom Odo
served as secretary for several years. Such performative readings of scripture made no
distinction between affective and intellectual aspects of learned reading.35 In this
vision of exegesis, biblicism was necessarily learned.

Lefèvre’s attraction to this learned biblicism was not limited to Odo of Morimond.
Similar attitudes to number, relying on the cognitive and ontological assumptions of
how number lay at the foundations of the world, could be found in a wide number of
authors which he and his circle edited, including Nicholas of Cusa, Ramon Llull, and
the Victorines themselves.36 These all harmonised with Odo’s suggestion that ‘the exem-
plar of all creation is found in numbers’,37 and his penchant for considering the ranks of
angels through the conceit of numbers – an idea encouraged by their common affection
for (pseudo-) Dionysius the Areopagite.

2. Contexts: reading scripture as a way of life

Lefèvre’s first foray into biblical exegesis after moving from Paris college to ancient abbey
in 1507 was motivated by a concern to revive right contemplation in this tradition.

34 The classic statement is Marie-Dominique Chenu, Nature, Man, and Society in the Twelfth Century. Cf. Constable, The
Reformation of the Twelfth Century, especially chapter 4.

35 Some scholars generally associate an affective tradition of Dionysian mysticism with anti-rationalism; but if true, it is
only so for the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. Kent Emery has pointed out that Lefèvre and his circle must be
associated with ‘intellectual contemplative theology’ in which affect is shaped by rational vision, as Odo suggests;
see Emery, “Mysticism and the Coincidence of Opposites in Sixteenth- and Seventeenth-Century France”.

36 In 1517 Clichtove edited an edition of Richard of St Victor’s Allegoriae in vetus et novum Testamentum, which he attrib-
uted to Hugh of St Victor. On the authorship, see Moore, “The Authorship of the Allegoriae Super Vetus et Novum
Testamentum”.

37 Lange, ed., Odo de Morimond (i), 25. ‘exemplar totius creationis in numeris inveniri.’
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Proclaiming that theological studies are nothing but loving the sweetness of Holy Scrip-
ture, he observed that

the moment that these pious studies are no longer pursued, monasteries decay, devotion
dies out, the flame of religion is extinguished, spiritual things are traded for earthly
goods, heaven is given up and earth is accepted – the most disastrous trade conceivable.38

Although writing in a context of monastic reform, and probably at the abbey while
preparing this text for publication, Lefèvre himself was not in any religious order. More-
over, it is not clear that he was writing only for monks; there were precedents for his view
of reading in lay piety and among philosophers. In this section, I want to outline two
cases from the fifteenth century that are important for considering reading habits in
the early French reform: one from the semi-monastic movement of the Devotio
moderna, the other from the Florentine Renaissance.

The first context which shaped Lefèvre and his students’ reading habits is that of the
Modern Devout, a movement of spiritual reform which blurred lay and monastic bound-
aries. One of the early heroes of the movement, Gerlach Peters (d. 1411) read the Bible
affectively, pausing frequently to interrupt his reading with prayer. He turned the words
of scripture over in his mind, letting them trickle through his consciousness, shaping his
imagination, making it one of the main elements of a disciplined inner life.39 This prac-
tice is some steps away from ‘scholastic reading’. Historians of reading such as Rachel
Hammesse have delineated some of the practices that defined scholastic reading. As
‘masters of the sacred page’ read Lombard’s Sentences in university theology faculties,
there was a general trend away from ruminatio towards lectura, a word emerging by
the late twelfth century. Handbooks for reading scripture enabled a different analytical
stance: besides Lombard’s Sententiae, there was now Gratian’s Decretum; the Glossa ordi-
naria, summae and compilations of all sorts, which in turn demanded compendious
commentary, quaestio by quaestio.40 Paul Saenger has suggested that by the fifteenth
century not only had styles of reading shifted from spoken to silent, but libraries were
organised with desks in central locations and rules for silence, making space for
‘private’ reading, at a level of intimacy and solitude previously unimaginable.41 Such
new reading tasks, tools and practices within scholasticism correlated to a shift also in
the analytic study of the text. That is, it became increasingly important to differentiate
between levels of meaning, distinguishing the literal or historical referent of the gramma-
tical sentences, and the various kinds of spiritual meanings, whether moral, doctrinal, or
eternal (anagogical). The university encouraged a division of labour between textual and
spiritual work, based on different goals: monastic reading aimed at the reader’s own

38 Lefèvre d’Étaples, Quincuplex Psalterium, a2r. See also Rice PE, 192–201, at 193. ‘Et ab eo tempore quo ea pietatis
desiere studia coenobia periere, devotio interiit, et extincta est religio, et spiritualia pro terrenis sunt commutata,
caelum dimissum et accepta terra, infelicissimum sane commercii genus.’ Translation from Heiko A. Oberman, ed.,
Forerunners of the Reformation, 297–98. On the abbey and its tradition of reform after 1501, see Legall, “Les
moines au temps de Lefèvre d’Etaples et Guillaume Briçonnet à Saint-Germain-des-Prés”.

39 Van Engen, “The Work of Gerlach Peters (d. 1411), Spiritual Diarist and Letter-Writer, a Mystic among the Devout”. On
devotional habits among the Modern Devout, see the studies collected in Hein Blommestijn, Charles Caspers, and
Rijcklof Hofman, eds., Spirituality Renewed.

40 See Jacqueline Hamesse, “The Scholastic Model of Reading”, and Van Engen, “Studying Scripture in the Early Univer-
sity”; cf. Hajnal, “A propos de l’enseignement de l’écriture dans les universités médiévales”.

41 Saenger, “Silent Reading”. This new privacy made it easier to become heretical, argues Saenger. If one looks only to
Hussitism and Lollardy, this is plausible; but most medieval heresy did not depend on this privacy, but on communal
literacy, as shown by Brian Stock, The Implications of Literacy.
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transformation, while university theologians were to read and teach others, often in lay
contexts.42

Historians have often flattened out the Augustinian impulse to retain the liberal arts,
so long as they served devotion, as ‘biblicist’. To be sure, as an early writer of the Devotio
moderna, Gerlach Peters was critical of academic intellectual habits as indulgently
curious, and he died outside of academia as a canon of the Windesheim congregation
of observant Augustinians. The Modern Devout occupied a space between monastic
and lay life, exemplified already in their founder, Gerard Groote, who was converted
away from the prideful speculations of Paris university life, and who gained permission
to preach to the lay in the diocese of Utrecht.43 Groote fought, on the one hand, against
prideful curiositas, and he counselled students to avoid the liberal arts as leading to dis-
traction and superstition. This has led to him and followers such as Gerlach Peters to
being described as ‘inartfully’ biblicist, a phrase that captures their affection for spiritual
exercises and use of scripture reading in shaping lives of piety, in opposition to academic
curiosity.44

To describe Modern Devout reading as inartful misses, however, the irony in Groote’s
use of the liberal arts, especially his use of Seneca and other classical authors. His fol-
lowers included an important university reformer at Paris, Jean Mombaer of Brussels,
who wrote the influential Rosetum exercitiorum spiritualium (1494). In the section
devoted to the ‘area of the scriptures’ he examined the relationship between the liberal
arts and study of the sacred scriptures, strenuously insisting that contemplative
reading should be based on the liberal arts. To argue for this, he sketched the tradition
of exegesis from Ambrose, Jerome, and Augustine through Bernard of Clairvaux; for
them, Mombaer said, anything that aided understanding of holy scripture was useful –
even ‘word puzzles, mathematical shapes, and similitudes of that sort’, as Hugh of
St. Victor put it. Mombaer repeated Hugh’s conclusion that such games might be childish
(puerilia), but that did not stop them from being useful (utilia).45

A member of Lefèvre’s circle, Josse Bade, edited and published a Paris edition of the
Rosetum in 1510, and the community around Lefèvre actively disseminated the tradition
of texts invoked by Mombaer, as I shall show in the next section.46 Here it is important to
recognise that such traditional regard for the liberal arts is linked to the habit and practice
of reading scripture spiritually. In fact, by calling these things puerilia yet utilia, and by

42 Van Engen, “Scripture in the Early University”, shows that this division of labour must not be drawn too categorically,
although he admits that the difference strengthened over time. On monastic reading, the classic study is Henri
Leclercq, The Love of Learning and the Desire for God. The shifts and distinctions between reading styles and literary
levels are most clearly enunciated by A. J. Minnis, Medieval Theory of Authorship, and more recently in his “Quadruplex
Sensus, Multiplex Modus”.

43 On Groote, the best short introduction is the preface to John Van Engen, ed. and trans., Devotio Moderna.
44 This is the major argument of R. R. Post, The Modern Devotion, who writes against interpretations of the Modern Devout

as early humanists, most notably Albert Hyma, The Brethren of the Common Life. For a condensed version of Post’s
argument, widely accepted, see A. G. Weiler, “Recent Historiography on the Modern Devotion”. See now John Van
Engen, Sisters and Brothers of the Common Life.

45 Mombaer, Rosetum, 241r. ‘Nec etiam celeberrimus ille Hugo de Sancti Victore qui de seipso fatetur, “Ego inquiens
affirmare audeo nihil me unquam quod ad eruditionem pretinet contempsisse, sed multa sepius didicisse que aliis
ioco et deliramento similia viderentur”, ut longe enumerat de rerum vocabulis sophismatibus et arithmeticis figuris
et huiusmodi similitudinis. Que quidem ut concludit puerilia fuerunt, sed non inutilia.’

46 Lefèvre indicated his respect for Mombaer, alongside other reformers such as Jean Rolin and Jean Standonck, when he
introduced his edition of Llull’s Liber contemplationis in Deum (Rice PE, ep. 45, 140–5). Among the several texts on
arithmetic he published in 1496, Lefèvre included a letter to Nicole de Hacqueville, who worked closely with
Mombaer and the Windesheim reform movement in France founded by Groote (Rice PE, 29).
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placing the philosophical considerations of scriptural exegesis prior to the affective and
speculative aspects of spiritual practice that concern Mombaer most, the Rosetum
emphasises these as a crucial first step to spiritual understanding. Mastery of grammar
and mathematics is not an ‘add-on’, but a sine qua non to the understanding of scripture,
even in the highly affective approach to contemplative exegesis as spiritual exercise
common among the Modern Devout. This conviction lay behind the impulse to revisit
twelfth-century approaches to Augustinian reading.

Despite connections with the Modern Devout, the Lefèvre circle need not be seen as
representing the main force of that movement; I hope only to show that this major effort
to reform the spiritual life inflected the character of the Lefèvre circle, and to suggest its
implications for biblical exegesis. Differences with the Modern Devout, however, can
partly be attributed to a second influential context for reading and mathematics that
deeply impacted these northern humanists: the Florentine humanists, notably Marsilio
Ficino and Giovanni Pico della Mirandola, teachers of a synthetic and esoteric philos-
ophy. Mathematics first attracted Lefèvre because it was a source of Greek wisdom, he
claimed in his commentary on The Sphere of Sacrobosco. Hermonymus of Sparta, a
friend and teacher of Greek, had noted that much of the insight of Plato and Socrates
was related to their skill in geometry.47 Ficino and Pico were not noted for their math-
ematical expertise, but they were the most deeply soaked in the wisdom of the ancients, in
their projects to examine the sources and resonances of the most ancient arts. Lefèvre met
them, along with the Venetian purifier of Aristotle, Ermolao Barbaro, when he travelled
to Florence and Rome in 1491–1492.

Far from seeing the pagan ancients as alternatives to or distractions from Christian
scriptures, Ficino and Pico read them as witnessing to a common source of truth
which Christianity understood most fully. As Ficino made clear in his bestselling De
christiana religione (1474), the problem of doing philosophy correctly was a problem
of worship, of practice, a stance that drew on medieval connections between religio
and lex.48 The best-known feature of Ficino’s thought is his fascination with the rites
and practices of ancient wise men, from Chaldean magi to the various Platonists of
late antiquity. But this mystical philosophical interest is not simple to separate from
his religious identity. Pythagorean and Socratic pedagogy and rites ‘purges the mind
from sensual things’ so that eyes might be drawn by moral, physical, mathematical,
and finally metaphysical training from earthly to divine affairs – ‘Orpheus named such
men the genuine priests of the muse’, who have a much better sense of religion.49

That is, the early pagan philosophers were priests, for whom philosophy was the per-
formance of exercises leading to religious insight, a praeparatio evangelica.

Ficino concretely exemplified the praeparatio evangelica by pointing out that ancients
could vaguely understand the Christian Trinity before Christ. In a trilogy of chapters he
explained the centrepiece of Christian theology, Christ’s incarnation.50 The starting point
is biological generation. ‘Nearly all life bears its progeny within itself before it bears it

47 Rice PE, ep. 8, 26–7.
48 The most thorough reading of the book is offered by Amos Edelheit, Ficino, Pico and Savonarola, 205–77. The word

religio here cannot be meant in the sense of ‘sect’, but has a performative aspect, of practice, of lex. Cf. Peter Biller,
“Words and the Medieval Notion of ‘Religion’”. On Plato’s religion, a rich recent interpretation is found in Denis J.-J.
Robichaud, Plato’s Persona.

49 E.g. Ficino, De christiana religione, cap. 3, sig. a4v–r.
50 Ficino, De christiana religione, cap. 13–15.
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separately.’ Ficino’s goal is to set up an analogy between intellectual and physical birth.
He began by describing how a ‘nascent image’ ( fetus fantasia) can be found in seeing the
soul of living (i.e. ensouled) bodies recreate; similarly, this occurs within time in human
rationality, as inchoate ideas give birth to ideas. In analogous way, angelic understanding
is a clean example of the most pure intellection, as eternal, instantaneous cognition.

God created just by understanding perfectly, understanding himself and all things within
himself. Within himself he conceived the perfection of his whole self and the notion of
all things, which is indeed the full image of God and an exemplar of the totality of the
universe.51

As Ficino saw it, this relationship between God and universe was what Orpheus
named Pallas Athena; for Plato, it was the son of the father God and the most divine
Logos; for Mercurius Trismegistus, it was the word and son of God (with mention of
the Spirit); and for Zoroaster, it was the intellectual progeny of God.52 The next
chapter in Ficino’s trilogy explained how ‘the order of heavenly angelic souls is to the
trinity like the order of spheres around a centre’, an image that used the Celestial Hier-
archies of Dionysius the Areopagite, before turning to a chapter on the ‘generation of the
son in eternity, and his declaration in time’.53 In the rich chapters that follow, Ficino
accounts for the Christ fully enfleshed, in time, as shown through the Gospels. The
key is that, as the eternal intervening in the temporal, Christ’s actions are miraculous,
a demonstration of divine power as the ultimate life of religious practice. Reading the
divine miracle of scripture reveals Christ as wonder-worker.

Although Lefèvre published an edition and commentary of Ficino’s translation of the
Hermetic works, in which he revered Ficino ‘as a father’, Giovanni Pico della Mirandola
also received his due.54 The two met in 1492, when the flamboyant Italian nobleman gave
Lefèvre a manuscript of Bessarion’s commentary on Aristotle’s Metaphysica.55 Pico
shared Ficino’s understanding of history as well as Ficino’s appreciation of the relation
between religion and philosophy in the practice of wisdom. Pico excused his confronta-
tive style of his inflammatory 900 Theses by saying that, literary wrestling, like gymnastic
exercise for the body, strengthened the soul.56 As for Ficino, intellectual work involves
much more than sifting evidence to establish a point of view. In this Apologia Pico
seems to argue not for a given doctrine, but presents many opiniones of church
doctors that, he claims, should not bear the same weight as scripture. Pico’s approach
to philosophy or theology shouldn’t be painted as just one thing, and certainly did not
involve a wholesale rejection of medieval theology, but I want to point out the more

51 Ficino, De christiana religione, sig. d5v. ‘Generate inquam intelligendo prout perfecte deus intelligendo eipsum et in se
ipso omnia. Perfectam totius sui et omnium notionem concipit in seipso, que quidem equalis plenaque dei imago est
et exemplar mundi superplenum.’

52 Ficino, De christiana religione, sig. d5v. ‘Hanc Palladem appelavit Orpheus, solo Jovis capite natam. Hunc dei patris
filium Plato in epistola add Hermiam nominavit. In epinomide nuncupavit logon, id est rationem ac verbum,
dicens: ‘Logos omniums divinissimus mundum hunc visibilem exornavit.’ Mercurius Trismegistus de verbo et filio
dei ac etiam de spiritu sepe mentionem facit. Zoroaster quoque intellectualem deo prolem attribuit. Dixerunt isti
quidem quod potuerunt.’

53 Ficino, De christiana religione, sig. d7r.
54 Lefèvre d’Étaples, ed., Mercurii Trismegisti Liber de potestate et sapientia dei per Marsilium Ficinum traductus ad Cosmum

Medicem, sig. e3r. ‘tamquam patrem’
55 Lefèvre published the work in 1515, praising Pico as ‘a man truly admirable in every age’. Rice PE, 356.
56 Pico, Opera omnia, 116. ‘Sicut enim per gymnasticam, corporis vires firmiores fiunt, ita in hac quasi literaria palaestra,

animi vires et fortiores longe et vegetiores evadunt.’ Qu. Edelheit, Ficino, Pico and Savonarola, 295.
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general notion of philosophy as a way of life, as care of the soul – as much process as
doctrine.

In this process, biblical exegesis was the mode.57 Recent work has shown how theHep-
taplus, Pico’s most extended exegesis of scripture, was an exercise in raising the soul to
God.58 Likewise, the Oration on Man, the prolegomenon to his systematic inquiry into
the unity of all knowledge in the 900 Theses, combined scriptural exegesis and a mystical
view of numbers into a contemplative whole; after marvelling at the fluid nature of
humanity, Pico proposed that we ‘disdain earthly things, despise heavenly things, and,
finally, esteeming less whatever is of the world, hasten to that court which is beyond
the world and nearest to the Godhead’.59 This ascent might be carried out, Pico contin-
ued, by means of the angelic hierarchies, the sephirot of Jewish mystical cabbala. Admit-
ting that ‘it is not permitted us to attain this through our own efforts’, Pico begins with
scripture. Such ascent could be modelled on the Apostle Paul, in his exaltation to the
third heaven, or the patriarch Jacob, when he saw a ladder leading to heaven ‘and
angels in contemplation ascending and descending over them alternately by turns’.60 It
was further seen in Job – as interpreted through Empedocles the philosopher – and
Moses. The ensuing riot of links between Job and Eleusian mysteries, Moses and
Plato, are a fertile tangle of intertextual play, drawing on the Platonic worldview of cor-
respondences between intellectual and physical objects. This intellectual performance is
about much more than mere numbers; yet it includes numbers. The sephirot, angelic
principles which hold together the universe, are numerical principles, according to the
cabbala informing Pico. They raise one to the summit of philosophical insight in exstasis,
a frenzy; purified by moral philosophy and dialectic, the soul learns to see number and
hear the heavenly harmony. The intoxication of Bacchus, as the leader of the Muses (the
liberal arts) thereby grants entry into the mysteries of God, leading from visible objects of
the world to the invisible things of God.61

Amos Edelheit has argued that both Ficino and Pico are examples of a new humanist
theology, animated by pre-Christian thought, biblicism, and the early church fathers.62

Both – Ficino silently and Pico flagrantly – rejected aspects of medieval academic theol-
ogy and turned to ancient Christianity as a means of purifying the discipline, providing
Lefèvre important models for some of his own methods and goals in theology. Although
the Chaldean magus was hardly their only reference point, recent scholarship accepts that
thaumaturgical account of the sapiens was centrally significant for the Italians, who
looked to late medieval Neoplatonism, and Iamblichus and Pythagoras in particular.63

Moreover, Lefèvre himself was much taken by the idea that true philosophy was
magical, and deeply related to the number mysticism of Pythagoras. In the early 1490s

57 Edelheit, Ficino, Pico and Savonarola, ch. 5.
58 Crofton Black, Pico’s Heptaplus and Biblical Hermeneutics.
59 Pico, “Oration on Man,” 227.
60 Pico, “Oration,” sections 9 and 10, quotation at 229.
61 Pico, “Oration,” section 20, lines 117–18, which ends ‘Tum Musarum dux Bacchus in suis mysteriis, idest visibilius

naturae signis invisibilia Dei philosophantibus nobis ostendens, inebriabit nos ab ubertate domus Dei, in qua tota si
uti Moses erimus fideles, accedens sacratissima theologia duplici furore nos animabit’ (my emphasis). Cf. Romans
1.20: ‘Invisibilia enim ipsius a creatura mundi per ea quae facta sunt intellecta conspiciuntur sempiterna quoque
eius virtus et divinitas ut sint inexcusabiles.’

62 Amos Edelheit, Ficino, Pico and Savonarola.
63 Copenhaver, “Astrology and Magic”, at 278; Celenza, “Late Antiquity and the Florentine Renaissance”; Robichaud,

Plato’s Persona.
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he wrote for Germain de Ganay, also Ficino’s patron at the time, a treatise De magia nat-
urali which included a whole book on Pythagorean number magic. The opening line of
the treatise emphasised that ‘those who are called magi among the Chaldeans, the Greeks
call philosophers’.64 As for Ficino and Pico, the magi exploit the secrets of nature, while
the philosophers are satisfied with contemplation. Philosophy therefore is preparation for
theurgy, a magical contemplative practice which leads to absorption into God. Steps
linking these practices include Pythagorean mysticism and in particular its manifestation
in Cabala.65 The specifics here go beyond this article’s scope, yet this sketch makes clear
an unmistakable continuity between the ideal of philosophy as leading to right religious
practice. Ficino set this ideal out in De christiana religione, Pico described it in his
Oration on the Dignity of Man, and Lefèvre displayed it in De magia naturali. This
ideal began with the authority of the sacred page.

3. Handbooks for reading numbers

As consummate pedagogues with an early sense for the power of print, the Fabrist
circle devoted enormous energy to editing the Church Fathers and medieval
mystics. This programme included both general introductions to the mathematical
quadrivium as well as specialised handbooks for using numbers to read scripture; sur-
veying some of these will give a sense for the cohesiveness of this project, across
several genres.

Even their introductions to the arts and sciences show this motivation. The simplest
was Josse Clichtove’s Isagoge de artium scientiarumque divisione, a list of definitions of all
the arts, with rules for studying them. Much else might be said of this tiny booklet, but
here the important point is that the arts of words (sermocinales) and of numbers were
explicitly related to the care of the soul, drawing on the traditional definition of the
liberal arts as belonging to people with free souls.66 The sixth rule noted that use of math-
ematical arts for sharpening the intellect and speeding up powers of discernment – for
the sake of assisting in understanding ‘other disciplines, whether human or divine’.67

Clichtove’s rudimentary instructions offered a vision of the liberal arts very close to
Hugh of St. Victor’s. His friend and colleague Charles de Bovelles produced a similar
handbook on how to move from human to divine disciplines. The handbook’s title
suggested its inspiration in Nicholas of Cusa: In artem oppositorum introductio.68 The
book considered how to advance from the liberal arts to the higher disciplines of meta-
physics or theology. As Lefèvre pointed out in his preface to the book, without the basic

64 Lefèvre, De magia naturali, 1. ‘Apud Chaldaeos magi dicti sunt fere qui apud Graecos philosophi.’ See further Jean-Marc
Mandosio, “Le De magia naturali de Jacques Lefèvre d’Étaples,” 37–79.

65 Oosterhoff, “Jacques Lefèvre d’Étaples and Charles de Bovelles on Platonism, Theurgy, and Intellectual Difficulty,” 73–
95. On Lefèvre’s flirtation with Cabala in a Pican mode, see Copenhaver, “Lefèvre d’Étaples, Symphorien Champier, and
the Secret Names of God”.

66 On this text, see Anne-Hélène Klinger-Dollé, ed., Le De sensu de Charles de Bovelles (1511) Conception philosophique des
sens et figuration de la pensée, 112–5; Heikki Mikkeli, “The Aristotelian Classification of Knowledge in the Early Sixteenth
Century,” 103–27; Massaut, Josse Clichtove, l’humanisme et la réforme du clergé, 1:230–50. The pamphlet has no date,
but some copies are judged to have been printed around 1520. Massaut suggests a date from around 1503, when
Clichtove was teaching at Lemoine.

67 Josse Clichtove, Isagoge de artium scientiarumque divisione, sig. c2r.
68 Lefèvre and Bovelles’ student Beatus Rhenanus, who was in Paris 1503–1507, penned into his copy the additional title

‘De Intellectuali philosophandi modo, Isagoge’ (BHS K822e2, sig. a1r).
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arts of rational philosophy, frommathematics or Aristotle, one would be like a blind man
trying to see pictures or a deaf man learning to hear music.69 These lower ‘rational’ dis-
ciplines were prerequisite for understanding the art of opposites, which was the ‘intellec-
tual’ philosophy of Pythagoras, Nicholas of Cusa, Marius Victorinus, (ps)Dionysius the
Areopagite – and Saint Paul himself.70 The wisdom transcending Aristotle was the sacred
wisdom of scripture itself.

Clichtove and Bovelles also wrote textbooks showing how the liberal arts, and
especially the arts of number, illuminated the sacred page. In 1513 Clichtove published
a modest text in the tradition of Odo of Morimond’s Analycen, titled De mystica numer-
orum. His preface noted how Pythagoras and Aristotle already had shown the impor-
tance of number to philosophy. ‘And if the philosophical tradition of number has such
great use (energia) for humane disciplines, should sacred letters, whose first author is
God, lack such mysteries or contain within themselves nothing so high?’ Indeed,
Boethius had pointed out that ‘everything of nature that was made from the very begin-
ning was seen to be formed by order of numbers’, as in the cosmic exemplar in the Crea-
tor’s mind. Accordingly, ‘as much as holy scripture is superior and more worthy than
human sciences, so the meaning of numbers in sacred speech is more venerable and
higher’.71 With this rationale, bolstered by reference to Augustine’s De doctrina christi-
ana, Clichtove offered meditations on numbers found in scripture, alongside insights
from the more Pythagorean history of Christian theology. Clichtove primarily uses
number to connect the ontological status of reality with its extension in time, in
history. Thus the eternal monad is the place to reflect on the simplicity of God, in con-
trast to the multiplicity of the world. Just as the created world flows from the Godhead, so
the one is not itself a number, but yet is the fount of all numbers, prior to time. This
Pythagorean commonplace enabled, then, a more numerological reading. The number
two, therefore, is the ‘seed and embryo of the principles of division and multitude’,
and draws to mind the multiplication of God’s people from Noah and Abraham, as
well as the two tables of the Mosaic law and the ‘twins of charity’, the two command-
ments Christ gave his disciples, to love God and the neighbour.72 How this numerologi-
cal ‘mystery’ interacts with the literal sense of the biblical text becomes clearer when
Clichtove arrives at the number twenty. This prompts the example of Abraham, pleading
with God to save Sodom and Gomorrah from destruction: ‘Since I have already begun, let
me speak to my Lord; what if twenty [faithful] men were found?’ The number twenty

69 de Bovelles, In artem oppositorum introductio, sig. a2r (Rice, PE, ep. 29, 94–97). ‘Qui tamen ad intellectualem philoso-
phandi modum surgere sat agunt non prius in rationali instructi, mihi persimiles esse videntur caeco volenti discere
pictoriam et surdo (si id loquendi admittit usus) disciturienti musicam.’

70 Lefèvre, preface to Bovelles, In artem oppositorum introductio, sig. a2r.
71 Josse Clichtove, De mystica numerorum, sig. a1v-a2r. ‘Quod si in humanis disciplinis philosophica traditione numeri

tantam habent energiam, symbolique sunt rerum cognitu dignissimarum, putandum ne est in sacris litteris,
quarum primitivus author deus est, illos vacare mysteriis, aut nichil altum ardu umue in se continere? Certe quanto
sanctae scripturae humanis scientiis sunt superiores ac digniores, tanto mystica numerorum significatio in sacris elo-
quiis, augustior est et eminentior ea designatione, quam in doctrinis humanitus traditis praetendunt. Neque id immer-
ito quidem, nam ut Severinus Boethius inquit: “Omnia quaecumque a primaeva rerum natura constructa sunt,
numerorum ratione formata. hoce enim fuit principale in animo conditoris exemplar. Hinc enim (inquit) quatuor ele-
mentorum multitudo mutuata est, hinc temporum vices, hinc motus astrorum coelique conversio, omniumque status,
numerorum colligatione subsistit.”’

72 Matthew 22.26. See Clichtove, De mystica numerorum, 5r. ‘Binarius principium divisionis ac multitudinis primumque
unitatis germen, genimen et foetus. In primis praecipuorum nobis mandatorum dei sacrum numerum exprimit de
quibus in evangelio legimus. “Diliges dominum deum tuum ex toto corde tuo, et in tota anima tua, et in tota
mente tua…”’
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here, Clichtove informs his reader, refers to those who kept God’s commands. ‘On
account of the ten and the two’, the text alludes to the ten commandments multiplied
Christ’s two commandments, to love God and the neighbour. Similarly, when Jacob com-
plains to his uncle Laban that he had worked for him twenty years, ‘mystically, this
means’, Clichtove says, that Laban had been faithful to the commandments and the
New Testament commands, the ‘twins of love’.73 Such examples use number mysticism
as textual tools for to accessing the deeper structure of reality (God’s relation to creation),
further reminding the Christian reader of the Hebrew scriptures that the Old and New
Testaments share underlying connections, since both were authored by the Creator
himself.

Similar textual play is found in Bovelles’ Conclusiones theologicarum, written around
the same time (published 1515). The book is not, in the first instance, a handbook for
scriptural exegesis, but might be best described as a primer for theological method, an
alternative to the traditional summae.74 As such, it is a curious mixture of biblicism –
scarcely any other authorities are mentioned – and mathematical mysticism. In the
preface, Bovelles notes that one of the basic truths to be examined is the ‘mystic
number of divinity’ (three). Besides Paul, the only authority noted in the preface is Pytha-
goras, and his teaching that the number ten enfolds all things within itself. Since he
desired his book to enfold, at least in nuce, all Christian truth, Bovelles chose to write
the book in ten chapters, which happily agrees with the ten statements of the Apostle’s
Creed. Typically, Bovelles leads readers through his arguments using many visual, geo-
metrical aids.

In contrast with Clichtove’s treatise, which aimed at understanding the meaning of
numbers in holy writ, Bovelles’ use of numbers is more about the reader’s experience.
Clichtove’s numbers help the reader make scriptural connections which will inflame
the reader to ardent piety. Understanding invites faith. Bovelles’ numerology links scrip-
ture with other disciplines such as natural philosophy, in order both to explain the con-
templative life and make it happen. For example, he connected the number of the senses
with the phases of how God revealed himself in history (Figure 1). Abraham and Isaac
could only hear God’s word; Moses, and then Aaron as the highpriest, were then per-
mitted to see God’s face, though through a veil of cloud. Finally, the enfleshed Christ
made it possible for believers to touch and directly see God. Bovelles give his reader a
framework which lets them enter the full sensory experience of faith. Bovelles puts
numerology in service of a speculative theology, which both interprets sacred history
and drives the believer to contemplative thankfulness for that history.

Besides writing new handbooks on the mystical meanings of numbers, some members
of Lefèvre’s circle edited and commented upon traditional texts for the same purpose.

73 Clichtove, De mystica numerorum, 20v–21r. ‘Praeterea designat etiam vigenarius observationem mandatorum dei: cum
geminae charitatis, dei inquam et proximi, syncaeritate atque affectu. Enimvero binarius in denarium ductus, vigenar-
ium procreat. Est autem binarius, duplicis dilectionis quam scilicet deo debemus et quam proximo, significativus.
Denarius vero decalogi. Id liquido ex eo Geneseos loco constat, quo legitur Abraham dixisse ad dominum. Quia
semel ait cepi, loquar ad dominum meum, quid si inventi fuerint ibi viginti? Dixit autem dominus, non interficiam
propter viginti. Ubi interiecta litterae glosa: dicit per viginti, intelligendo esse servantes mandata cum dilectione
dei et proximi; propter denarium et binarium, et alio eiusdem libri loco, ubi Iacobi dixit cum indignatione ad
Labam socerum suum “Idcirco viginti annis fui tecum.” Glosa litterae interstes ac interposita, mystice hoc exponens,
ait “viginti annis” id est in observantia decem mandatorum, cum gemina charitate.’

74 As Clichtove mentioned in his Isagoge de artium scientiarumque divisione, however, the discipline of theology was coex-
tensive with the study of scripture.
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Gérard Roussel, whom as early as 1501 Lefèvre mentioned as a partner in the reform of
philosophy, and who edited logic texts in 1508 and 1511, would later become a central
figure in the short-lived Meaux Circle under the patronage of Guillaume Briçonnet.
Eventually, he became the confessor to France’s evangelical queen, Marguerite de

Figure 1. Bovelles, Theologicae conclusiones (Paris: Badius, 1515), fol. CXXIIIr. Munich, Bayerische
StaatsBibliothek Res/4 Dogm. 701 p. DOI: https://mdz-nbn-resolving.de/urn:nbn:de:bvb:12-
bsb10199931-3 (NoC-NC).
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Navarre. As late as 1521, in the year before following Lefèvre from Paris to Meaux,
however, Roussel edited and commented on the Arithmetica, the introduction to
number theory Boethius had bequeathed to medieval philosophy. Roussel’s purpose
echoes that of his predecessors: ‘in order to dig up the mystical meanings of numbers’,
he wrote, ‘I have added many ladders [ascensus] and examples [paradeigmata] through-
out.’75 Numbers raise the mind to eternal meanings.

These numerological handbooks mark a moment in the history of exegetical reform, a
moment when Neopythagorean fascinations merged into a tool for restoring the skills
and disciplines of a pious lectio divina. Over the next decades, their programme reso-
nated with monastics and other clerics such as Johannes Reuchlin, Johannes Trithemius,
and Cornelius Agrippa.

4. The practice of reading by numbers

If Lefèvre, Clichtove, and Bovelles supported and even taught the importance of numer-
ology in biblical exegesis, it is not yet clear how that might look within their exegesis
itself. Their project, seen as part of medieval numerological traditions, was to encourage
scripture-reading as an act of contemplative piety, as a practice of knowing, searching,
and shaping the soul. This adds considerable flesh to the usual account of Lefèvre’s
exegesis as a two-fold literal sense (duplex sensus literalis), as he described it in the
preface to his Quincuplex Psalterium; numbers provided an example of how the ‘spiri-
tual’ literal sense could lay implicit within the ‘grammatical’ literal sense. Heuristically,
it will be useful to outline four ways in which the Fabrists applied numerology to
scripture.

First, and most basically, numerological tools could be used to help understand the
meanings of numbers in the text, as intended by the author. In this sense, their practice
responded to Roger Bacon’s call to study mathematics in order to elucidate the literal
meaning of scripture.76 Besides the example already considered from Clichtove’s De
mystica numerorum (of the twin New Testament commandments combining with
the Old Testament ten to make twenty), one might consider the number seven or
twelve, which he pointed out was commonly used in places like the Apocalypse of
John to refer to completeness or the whole nature of the church. Odo of Morimond
had described how, just as the trivium traced networks of verbal signs, the arts of
the quadrivium analysed realities (res) that pointed beyond themselves to higher mys-
tical realities; in the same way, in his work On the Number Twelve, Bovelles followed a
literal reading of the future temple and the city that had been revealed to the Apostle
John in his vision. The text described the city as a three-dimensional cube; Bovelles
tried to see how that might appear. The very real future structure, with its twelve
levels built of precious stones, was evidence that the number twelve itself had deeper
meaning (and not ten, as the Pythagoreans said). To show how this twelve-sided struc-
ture could then link to the mystical meanings elsewhere in scripture, Bovelles offered a

75 Roussel, Arithmetica Boetii, fol. 2v. ‘Atque his sane rationibus adductus sum, quo ingenii vires, etiamsi exiguas (nam
apprime novi quam si mihi cura supellex) expenderem in eruendo mystico numerorum significatu.… Adieci passim
complures ascensus et paradeigmata… ’

76 On Bacon’s view that a renaissance of mathematical learning would help understand the literal sense of the Bible, see
Lindberg, “Science as Handmaiden,” at 532.
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sort of floor plan for the envisioned temple (Figure 2).77 But even if the numerological
exercise chiefly took delight in the polyvalent meaning of spiritual exegesis, it was an
exploration of material, counted objects, of the kind Odo of Morimond discussed.

Figure 2. Bovelles, Opera (Paris: 1511), fol. 170r. Augsburg, Staats- und Stadtbibliothek, 2 Phil 16. DOI:
https://mdz-nbn-resolving.de/urn:nbn:de:bvb:12-bsb11200452-1 (NoC-NC).

77 de Bovelles, In hoc opere contenta, fol. 170r.
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A second mode of numerology drew on a commitment to Christ as the centre of all
created reality. This reading supported a Johannine metaphysics of Christ as Verbum
or Logos – or, as Bovelles pointed out, what could be translated into Latin as ratio or
proportion.78 Thus the chronologies of the Bible formed the backbone for the timeline
of world history, wherein God is the omnipresent actor and auctor. Bovelles marked
the deep mathematical structure of reality in an extended meditation on the Trinity
via his exegesis of John 1. But rather than linking his trinitarian ruminations to the
pagan philosophers, as Ficino had tried to do, Bovelles reasoned directly from the
experience of the text to trinitarian relationships in the world, for example showing
how the relationship between voice, sound, and word imaged the three-in-one
nature of the Trinity.

The commitment to Christ as centre grounded the typological reading of biblical
history that permeated Fabrist exegesis. It was not simply that the divine author of
scripture was able to mean much more than human authors; it was also that this
author was actually implicit in the unfolding of history. Bovelles assumed this in
his overview of all history in seven stages.79 Similarly, in a detailed analysis of
Paul’s discussion of Old Testament sacrificial patterns, Lefèvre explained how they,
in great multitude and variety, point to the single sacrifice of Christ. The typological
connection is ontological and made clear by numerological analogy. He begins by
considering the number 5050. This single number includes within it units that lead
up to one hundred – where one hundred is an image of the multitude of Old Testa-
ment sacrifices – yet it is single, unique, just as Christ is. Lefèvre thought a diagram
would clarify the analogy (Figure 3). Of course, the image itself is not to be scrutinised
for its own sake; it draws the mind upward, to see how a unity might enfold a cross-
shaped plurality within itself.80 But he goes further (since ‘this example figures many
things’). The figure depends on a theorem from a major medieval arithmetic treatise:
‘if a number is multiplied by itself, it is equal to its multiplication by each of its
parts’.81 This leads into a numerological explanation of how 1 is the beginning, 100
is the end, and 50 is the middle of the figure; the number 101 therefore represents
beginning and end. Multiply 101 by 50, and you have, in the one number 5050, the
aggregate of beginning, end, and middle – the totality of all, in other words.82 The
effect is to see numbers as an invitation to playing with the patterns of identity
and replication that make up scriptural narrative; Lefèvre suggests that this numero-
logical mode of explanation will help draw readers overly attached to the literal sense
up to the solid food of spiritual understanding. This understanding ‘is not what
human understanding creates by itself, but rather what the Holy Spirit pours out’.83

78 Bovelles, In hoc opere contenta commentarius in primordiale evangelium divi Ioannis . . . aliquot Epistolae.
79 de Bovelles, Aetatum mundi septem supputatio.
80 Lefèvre d’Étaples, Contenta. Epistolae Pauli, fol. 233v.
81 Lefèvre, ed., Elementa arithmetica [Jordani], enunciation I.13, sig. a3r. ‘Tantum est quod fit ex ductu numeri in se,

quantum quod fit ex ductu eiusdem in omnes suas partes.’
82 This image is remarkably similar to the problem in the famous anecdote about the mathematician Carl Friedrich Gauss,

according to which he was asked to add the integers 1–100 as a child, as a time-filling exercise; and he responded
instantly. The trick is to realise that integers 1 through 50 can be added to integers 51–100, resulting in fifty instances
of 101. Thanks to Stephen Flood for recognising the problem.

83 Lefèvre, Epistolae Pauli, fol. 233v. ‘Hoc paradigmate multa figurantur: Christu esse principium; esse finem; esse
medium. Siquidem in hoc diagrammate principium 1, id est unitas; finis, 100; medium, 50. Iunge principium fini,
sunt. 101. duc medium, 50, in principium & finem, id est 101. Habes omnium simul aggregatorum numerorum
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Figure 3. Lefèvre, Comm. in Hebr. fol. 233v. Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, 2 P.lat. 533 m. DOI:
https://mdz-nbn-resolving.de/urn:nbn:de:bvb:12-bsb10148714-6 (NoC-NC).

complicationem. Ex eodem vides christum ante omnia, quia principium; post omnia, quia fini; intra omnia, quia
medium. Vides omnium esse veritatem, quem caetera omnia multiplicitur & varie simul explicant, at nullum per se
sufficienter et integre. ille vero unice & inveritate complicat omnia. omnibus simul potentior, ut unicus numerus
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A third kind of numerological exegesis worked through metaphors and analogies, pro-
viding an allusive grammar for active reading; here numbers supply mental footholds for
thinking about an ineffable God. To some degree, this drew on the framework of God
who created more geometrico, in the tradition of the twelfth-century Platonists, Ficino,
and Nicholas of Cusa. But in the context of biblical exegesis, this style of reasoning
was also part of a contemplative discipline of reading aimed to shape the affections.
Earlier I mentioned Lefèvre’s manifesto for reading the Psalms as spiritually nourishing,
ruminative form of monastic reform. Occasionally, Lefèvre brought in Cusan themes as
part of this kind of biblical exegesis; for example, in his comments on I Corinthians 12 he
redescribed Paul’s language of the gathering of believers as the mystical body of Christ
using the famous metaphor of centre and circumference:

Since Christ’s spirit and his body are not separate, Christ and the Holy Spirit are like the
center of a circle, and the faithful are like countless lines going out from the centre, and
flowing back again from the circumference to the centre… and as among lines some are
the greatest, some the middle, some the least, one is not another, and yet together they
make one united circle; so in the body of Christ some members are the greatest, some
are in the middle, some are the least, one is not another, and yet all are united to Christ’s
body, which is one.84

The Apostle Paul’s analogy of a mystical body acquired conceptual clarity by being recast
as a mathematical ‘proportion and analogy’. The discussion of Cusa in the Quincuplex
Psalterium was a hint that Lefèvre’s philosophical concerns related closely with the
reading of scripture; indeed, he placed the Apostle Paul among the philosophers, and
called his teaching the ‘philosophia Christi’.85 Undergirding this was not merely a meta-
physics, but also a history of philosophy as the act of reading scripture, which began with
the Apostle Paul himself and his student (ps)Dionysius – a tradition which Cusa exem-
plified and which Lefèvre applied. The mathematical art offered an analogy, an image, an
emblem for the biblical reality, by the authority of this tradition of reading.

A fourth mode or practice, therefore, of numerological exegesis was its embedding
within a contemplative view of reading with an ethical outlook. The frequent use of ana-
logies implied a view of reading as philosophical exercises for care of the soul, one which
depended on cognitive subjection to the Word rather than intellectual mastery over
scripture. To be sure, in a basic sense, analogies bridged disciplines and linked texts.86

An analogy implies dissimilarity and similarity – grounds for comparison. Lefèvre saw

5050 potentior omnibus simul diagrammatis numeris. Quod non nescit, qui Iordani 13 propositionem primi non
ignorat. Et innumera talia multis occulta, at divina cernere valentibus permanifesta. Et hostia christi in veteribus
ritibus continebatur, sed umbraliter, ut et hic licet intueri. Et ad haec mysteria de vero & novo sacerdotio Christi enu-
cleanda, longus sermo, et iis qui sensui literae haerent affixi, quali pertinacia notari solent iudaei, haud facile explic-
abilis habendus esset. Sunt enim omnes qui literae sunt affixi, ad spiritualem intelligentiam, qui solidus est cibus
suscipiendam, debiles et languidi. Spiritualem dico: non quam humana sibi fingit intelligentia, sed quam divinus infun-
dit spiritus.’

84 Lefèvre, Epistolae Pauli, fol. 119v. ‘Et quia spiritus Christi & corpus eius non sunt divisi, Christus & spiritus sanctus sunt ut
circuli centrum, fideles ut innumerae a centro exeuntes lineae, et ex circumferentia in centrum refluentes, virtus autem
Christi et spiritus eius, ut circumferentia omnia continens, conservans atque fovens. Et ut in lineis quaedam sunt
summae, quaedam mediae, quaedam imae, et una non est alia, sed in uno tamen unitae unum continent circulum,
sic in corpore Christi quaedam membra sunt summa, quaedam media, & quaedam ima, et unum non est aliud
unita tamen omnia corpori Christi, unum corpus sunt.’

85 The term is usually associated with Erasmus, but Lefèvre also referred to a vera philosophia rooted in Christ. E.g. on
Colossians 2 in Epistolae Pauli, fol. 176r.

86 See this use in the early paraphrases of Aristotle’s natural philosophy, where analogies allow the reader to move from
the level of natural philosophical causalities to the divina aeterna, the subject of metaphysics. E.g. Rice, PE, 6.
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the Bible as using a language based fundamentally on a comparison, one made at
Hebrews 1.1. God speaks in two ways: directly from the mouth of Jesus, and mediated
through prophets. Both are the word of God, but only by analogy. Christ is unity; the
prophets are multiplicity. Just as ancient number theory saw the Unit as being not
number itself, but as the source of the multiples that are numbers, so Christ is the
source of prophetic words. The analogies always point, then, to an original. Christ’s
speech is ‘by itself, unique and in truth, and by it all things exist’. In contrast, the prophe-
tic word is not of God, ‘not immediately, by itself, in divine simplicity; rather it is mul-
tiple, not in truth but in similitude; it is created, and does not create’.87 Analogies,
particularly mathematical ones, should lift the mind from the created world to the
Creator. This brings into clearer outline the puzzling hermeneutic that Bovelles names
in his Theologicarum conclusiones (1515) as assurrectio and how he thought they
might lead to theological understanding.88 His applications of such mathematical reason-
ing depended on scripture’s leading, not reason’s power. Typically, Bovelles used a quo-
tation from the Apostle Paul to contrast Christians and their quest for religio with the
Greeks, seeking wisdom, and with the Jews, who looked for signs. Christians were less
confident in naked human reason than either Greek or Jew: Bovelles’ search in scripture
for analogies was evocative and allusive, more rhetorical than apodictic. The Christian
religion listened for truth ‘with open and believing ears’ – it received healing from the
blindness of sin ‘not by argument and open understanding of each step, but by the
leading of holy faith, since all things are divinely preordained for our salvation and
taught by our provident God himself’.89 As Bovelles would later describe in poetry,
the sage reader of scripture would be lifted by analogies into Paul’s third heaven; there-
fore assurrectio by analogies was a kind of rational rapture of reading, what Anne-Hélène
Klinger-Dollé aptly calls ‘biblical ecstasy’.90

Such exegetical modes grew out of a wariness of subjugating a pia philosophia to Plato.
The philosophia Christi drew on performative modes that shared roots with pagan phil-
osophy. But Lefèvre grew increasingly emphatic that it was not at all the same. In I Cor-
inthians, Lefèvre found that Paul’s denunciation of gentile idolatry was a condemnation
of falsely attributing the various sciences and arts (e.g. wisdom and health) to idols like
Mercury and Apollo. With this, Lefèvre rejected the ‘good-for-nothing’ magic of
Orpheus, Zoroaster, Proclus, Iamblichus, Porphyry, and the rest of the Platonists –
they might have appeared to produce wonders, but were really demonic deceptions.
The philosophia Christi might share performative methods with gentile philosophy,
but it could not be the same thing.

87 Epistolae Pauli, fol. 222v. ‘Sermo igitur Christi sermo dei est, per ipsum, unice et in veritate, per quam constant universa.
Sermo prophetarum sermo dei est, non immediate per ipsum; non in divina simplicitate, sed in multitudine; non in
veritate sed in similitudine quae creata est et non creat.’ Lefèvre continues with the analogy: ‘Et primo quam
unitas multitudinem praecedit (unitas enim ante omnem multitudinem, et ab unitate omnis multitudo) tam Christus
omnem prophetam et omnem angelorum multitudinem et antecedit et antecellit. Est enim filius, est verbum dei, per
quod facta sunt omnia.’

88 The modeling of assurrectiones on mathematical ratios is detailed by Victor, Bovelles, 135–7.
89 Bovelles, Theologicae conclusiones, fol. 1v. ‘Christiana autem religio, quae ob primae naturae lapsum secundis quibus-

dam naturae institutis (per quae prima reparantur) incumbit, non singulorum rationem et patulam intelligentiam
exquirit, sed per sacrae fidei praesidium, rebus in nostram salutem divinitus preordinatis et a deo ipso provide insti-
tutis, libens credulas aures subdit.’

90 Klinger-Dollé, “Mouvements de l’esprit”.
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5. Conclusion

Gérard Roussel’s commentary on Boethius’ Arithmetica (1521), with its elaborate Platon-
ism in service of an Augustinian exegetical programme, marked the end of an era. The
kind of reading to which Roussel, Lefèvre, and Ficino had dedicated their lives moved
away from reading of scripture and into other areas of intellectual work. There is only
space to observe two changes that spedup the evacuation of numerology from biblical
exegesis into other literary disciplines.

Both were changes of locale. The first was from the university to the diocese, which
shifted audiences from learned to lay. When Guillaume Briçonnet, the bishop of
Meaux, invited Lefèvre, Roussel, and several of their colleagues to Meaux, a day’s
journey from Paris, Briçonnet had decided that previous failures to brow-beat his dioce-
san clergy into teaching and preaching would be solved with new manpower. The Fabr-
ists, therefore, were to educate preachers, organised in thirty-two preaching circuits. In
other words, the Fabrists no longer taught youthful clerics in the regulated calm of a uni-
versity college or a Paris abbey; they now spoke to a working diocese. Their language
changed accordingly. In 1522 Lefèvre published his last biblical commentary in Latin,
and within a year the circle began publishing French translations of scripture.91 In the
1523 commentary, there are hints of the older numerological inclinations that I have
described, for example, a chart which counts and lists the genealogy of Jesus in
Matthew 1.92 But Lefèvre could no longer expect his audience to recognise advanced
mathematical treatises such as that of Jordanus de Nemore, whom Lefèvre had men-
tioned in his commentary on Hebrews. The Meaux years also sped the pace of reform;
teachers no longer had the luxury of time to dwell on the liberal arts, to teach ruminative
reading. As Briçonnet saw it, the diocese needed biblical preaching, immediately, in both
senses of the term: without delay, and without exegetical screens obscuring the text.
Works from these years show fewer and fewer references to the liberal arts.93 Lay audi-
ences did not necessarily eliminate numerological preaching; after all, Savonarola
managed some in Florence, and in 1511 Giles of Viterbo used numerology to preach
his own version of reform.94 But the French programme of reform of the 1520s chose
a rhetoric which would flourish among students like John Calvin, who later suggested
that ‘one might call scholastic theology a sort of secret magic’, the sort that confused
‘the people’. Education in the scholastic ‘workshop’ produced preachers who taught
none of the simplicity ‘with which Paul wanted the whole life of Christian people to
be concerned’.95 Although the specifics of this later debate should not be read back

91 On the significance of a shift to the vernacular in preaching, see Larissa Taylor, Soldiers of Christ: Preaching in Late Med-
ieval and Reformation France, 55–6.

92 Lefèvre d’Étaples, Commentarii initiatorii in quatuor Evangelia, fols. 3v-4r.
93 For an overview of these texts and sermons, see Heller, “Reform and Reformers”, passim; on this period, see also

Schönau, Jacques Lefèvre d’Etaples, 141–96.
94 O’Connor, “The Ark and the Temple in Savonarola’s Teaching (Winter 1494),” 9–27; Rowland, “Abacus and Humanism”.

For an argument that the quadrivium, notably optics, was used in sermons by the Archbishop Antonino of Florence in
the early fifteenth century, see Samuel Y. Edgerton, The Mirror, the Window, and the Telescope, chap. 4.

95 ‘Reply to Sadoleto’, in Calvini Opera, Corpus Reformatorum (Braunschweig: Schwetschke and Son, 1866), 5:396. ‘Scis
ipse, meram fuisse sophisticen: sed adeo contortam, implicitam, sinuosam, perplexam, ut merito dici posset scholastica
theologia quaedam arcanae magiae species . . . Quum vero doctrinae suae fructum ad populum volebant proferre, qui
in officina illa fuerant formati, quanta, obsecro, dexteritate ecclesiam aedificabant? Ac ne singula persequar, quae tunc
fuerunt in Europa conciones, quae simplicitatem illam repraesentarent, in qua Paulus vult tota vita christianum
populum occupari?’
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into Briçonnet’s context, it does show how Briçonnet’s desire to educate clergy for the
sake of lay audiences could lead a trend towards minimalism in biblical exegesis.

The second movement of this group was from diocese to court, which took numerol-
ogy through a literary turn. The Meaux experiment did not last long, folding by 1526.
Most of the leading figures associated with Briçonnet, however, were by this time impli-
cated in what Jonathan Reid has called the ‘Navarrian network’, which raised the signifi-
cance of the Meaux circle to the national level under the leadership of Marguerite de
Navarre, sister to Francis I.96 This is part of the literary turn Reid has suggested was
characteristic of this phase in the French reform, led by Clément Marot, François Rabe-
lais, Charles de Sainte-Marthe, and other clients of the Du Bellay brothers.97 A full
account of this literary turn will recognise how mathematics moved with the litterae
humaniores, as intellectuals established dominance in court and the new literary acade-
mies during Lefèvre and Roussel’s last days, toward the middle of the century, whether in
the Parisian university halls of Petrus Ramus or the Pléiade of Jacques Peletiers du
Mans.98 In such circles, practices of numerology moved ever more distant from biblical
exegesis.
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